Abstract-Emerging computing relies heavily on secure backend storage for the massive size of big data originating from the Internet of Things (IoT) smart devices to the Cloud-hosted web applications. Structured Query Language (SQL) Injection Attack (SQLIA) remains an intruder's exploit of choice to pilfer confidential data from the back-end database with damaging ramifications. The existing approaches were all before the new emerging computing in the context of the Internet big data mining and as such will lack the ability to cope with new signatures concealed in a large volume of web requests over time. Also, these existing approaches were strings lookup approaches aimed at onpremise application domain boundary, not applicable to roaming Cloud-hosted services' edge Software-Defined Network (SDN) to application endpoints with large web request hits. Using a Machine Learning (ML) approach provides scalable big data mining for SQLIA detection and prevention. Unfortunately, the absence of corpus to train a classifier is an issue well known in SQLIA research in applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. This paper presents an application context pattern-driven corpus to train a supervised learning model. The model is trained with ML algorithms of Two-Class Support Vector Machine (TC SVM) and Two-Class Logistic Regression (TC LR) implemented on Microsoft Azure Machine Learning (MAML) studio to mitigate SQLIA. This scheme presented here, then forms the subject of the empirical evaluation in Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a continuous upward trend in big internet data, and the volume of the Cloud-driven applications will only continue to grow with more individuals, governments and businesses adopting and hosting files and applications in the Cloud. A Google search of 'SQLi hall of shame' [1] throws light on how topical SQLIAs issues are. SQL Injection (SQLI) is not only a vulnerability arising from developers' lack of security awareness in web application development to sanitised input data, but an exploit of the free text processing capability of the SQL engine which has ramifications in both legacy and new web application lacking sanitation becoming SQLI vulnerable.
The SQL language syntax is in plain English, and the SQL keywords and tokens are also in plain text. Therefore, the SQLIA problem is a plausible candidate to apply predictive analytics employing a supervised learning model trained with historical attack signatures, including SQL tokens and safe web requests patterns to predict SQLIA at SQL query injection points.
Unfortunately, web applications are designed for different requirements. Thus, web application domain context is so diverse to have a standardised pre-existing pattern-driven data set to train a supervised learning model. Moreover, as such, non-availability of a data set that covers every application domain context is an issue well known in SQLIA research in applying AI techniques.
We opine patterns exist in every input data in both legacy and new web applications that can be leveraged to generate as many derivations of member strings. Applying ML techniques requires data set with sufficient learning data arising from patterns that exist in the input data. There is a need to build a prediction model trained from data set of the desired application domain context to predict SQLIA. In our labelling of the data set, the presence of known attack signature at injection points will contain patterns of SQL tokens and symbols which are deemed SQLIA positive. Conversely, the valid web requests (SQLIA negative) would take the form of generating all possible member strings. We apply Non-Deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) implemented in Regular Expression (RegEx) to define the constraint patterns, and employing Symbolic Finite Automata (SFA) with a constraint solver termed Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT-Z3) [2] , [3] to generate member strings from the defined RegEx patterns.
We trained a supervised learning model with this patterndriven learning data in demonstrating a proof of concept by applying predictive analytics to a test web application expecting dictionary word list as input data. The learning data are obtained by automata states walk to derive as many member strings in a given pattern. The trained models are evaluated in ROC curve with the TC SVM having the best performance metrics in Area Under Curve (AUC) value of 0.986 deployed as a Web Service (WS). The WS is consumed in a Fiddler proxy Application Programming Interface (API) [4] for the ongoing SQLIA prediction as to reject intercepted requests that are positive. This paper lays out in six sections ending with a conclusion and future work summary. Section II covers related work and Section III focused on the background, including corpus generation; with Sections IV and V are detailing predictive analytics experiment, evaluation and results.
II. RELATED WORK
The research area of SQLIA has seen various methodologies proposed over the years by researchers which we broadly categorised into three groups. Firstly, SQLI Vulnerability (SQLIV) testing and detection [5] , [6] . Secondly, defensive coding in web application code sanitation for SQLI prevention [7] , [8] . Thirdly, dynamic runtime analysis [9] , [10] including taint-based [11] , [12] and approaches that apply AI (a similar approach implemented in this paper) in the detection and prevention of SQLIA.
The approach presented in this article applies AI which requires a robust data set with various patterns in feature values to train a classifier. Applying ML requires robust learning data with patterns to train a classifier implementing TC SVM and TC LR algorithms to predict SQLIA accurately. Unfortunately, as there is no unified pre-existing data set, researchers over the years have resorted to various approaches in generating sample data sets with most proposals lacking patterns to enhance learning data, and fraught with complex computational overheads. Also, plausible approaches in the past that relied on source code will be inapplicable over time in emerging computing platforms like the Cloud where source code access for static scanning is restricted. Finally, some existing ML implementation lack completeness in being theoretical or not moving beyond the performance metrics or ROC curve evaluations to implement the trained models in a real-life application. Below gives a high-level review of some existing ML approaches.
Bockermann et al. [13] proposed using tree kernels for analysing SQL statements in addition to exploring feature vectorization of data input to an SVM classifier but found there to be drawbacks in the tree-kernels computational overhead. Also, their data set extraction depends on URL strings which are repeating strings lacking patterns.
Komiya [14] proposed SVM to detecting SQLIA from user inputs extracted from blank separation (counting number of terms) and tokens. Its drawback was requiring access to source code in detecting SQLIA.
Choi et al. [15] train an SVM classifier using feature vectorization by N-Grams. The data set is a collection of full query structure vectorised to N-Grams, but the training data is not robust enough for a good performance metrics in big data mining. Also, it needs access to full source code.
Wang and Li [16] proposed SQL query program tracing in which related queries are grouped based on runtime program trace. However, the approach's drawback is the reliance on the source code for the SQL tracing grouping that is hashed to the vector matrix for a classifier implementing the SVM algorithm.
Pinzón et al. [17] present a multi-agent approach that uses both SVM and neural networks to predict SQLIA from SQL queries behaviour that are stored as cases. The architecture named CBR cycle is computationally expensive and need access to source code.
Kim and Lee [18] proposed an approach that uses the SVM classifier for a binary classification of internal query representation known as query trees. The training data comprised of feature vectors of transformed query trees of the internal query structure. It drawbacks in requiring access to the source code and it is computational complex because of the size of the query trees.
The scheme presented here is an improvement on a previous workshop paper on applying ML predictive analytics to SQLIA prediction and prevention [19] . We detail in this article; the novel data set generation and a further improvement of the trained model's prediction results on True Positives (TP) and True Negatives (TN), but with low False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). The methodology adopted here has been empirically evaluated in the numeric encoding of both expected input and patterns of SQLIA types [20] , [21] . The good results of the encoded patterns-driven data set to a supervised learning model in performance metrics motivated this paper.
We present in this article a supervised learning model that uses a data set input from patterns of expected input data, including SQLIA types and SQL keywords to train various classifiers with a better performance metrics trained model deployed as WS. The scheme relies on the intercepted input data at runtime to detect and prevent SQLIA as against static queries comparison including source code scanning for vulnerabilities (white-box and black-box penetration testing) as proposed in most existing approaches applying runtime analysis.
III. BACKGROUND THEORY The scheme presented here uses a web proxy to intercept web requests of any intent and applies predictive analytics techniques to predict SQLIA at the SQL injection points.
A web proxy is the most suitable to intercept web requests, including those originating from any injection mechanisms to SDN Cloud applications' endpoints. An application-level proxy performs better in intercepting and decrypting of obfuscated web requests than low-level network packet interception tools which suffer from messages fragmentation in a large volume of gigabits per seconds of packets in the wire. Injection mechanisms to a vulnerable application can originate from web page forms, second-order injection, exploiting web-enabled server variables, query strings, and through cookies.
An intruder would employ the following SQLIA types techniques to carry out the attack at the injection points in any combination. These SQLIA exploits techniques are Tautology; Union; Piggybacked; Invalid/Logical queries; Time-based; Obfuscation encoding and Stored procedure. The SQLIA types are also a source of SQLIA positive labelled feature values in the scheme presented here.
A. SQL Language structure and injection point
SQL element comprises of tokens which are labelled SQLIA positive in the data set discussed in this article. SQL tokens comprise of keywords that include identifiers, operators, literals and punctuation symbols. The SQL syntax language element has the following: SQL Clause (WHERE, SET, UPDATE, etc.); predicate (as in LoginName = 'bob'); and, expression (as in 'bob' OR 2=2) which is illustrated in Fig. 1 below. The presence of SQL tokens in web requests' expected input data when the SQL query injection point is analysed is predicted as SQLIA. In a SQL query, the WHERE clause predicate and the expression used to control query results are the SQL injection spots. A malicious query string can be passed to a SQL expression in tautological SQLIA type (e.g., 'x'='x' OR 2=2) to return results from a table far beyond the developer's intention. This location has been explored in SQLIA research including SQLProb by Liu et al. [22] in detection and preventing SQLIA. 
B. Obtaining the learning data (corpus)
We explore automata states walk to generate a data set of patterns of expected input data where none exists to train a supervised learning model. Also, a pattern-driven approach prevents the security implications of making the learning data input to ML being a repository that lay bare the expected input data. [23] , [24] states walk that forms the building block to our learning data extraction techniques. These automata states walk collation to generate all possible accepted member strings shown in Table I is automated, employing a utility named Regular expression explorer (Rex) [3] by Veanes et al. [26] . Rex is an implementation of SFA which uses Z3 [25] constraint solver [2] to generate as many member strings as possible from a defined RegEx constraint patterns. In Rex, the RegEx implements an NFA with an epsilon move and a further conversion of NFA to a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) for optimisation. To simplify the presented derivation techniques of generating the member strings, we use a string "bob" throughout this section. The process can be replicated as many feature values as desired in the intended data set. It also must be pointed out that the context of this paper is big data scenario with a large volume of feature values of strings, numeric and alphanumeric in nature that a normal string signatures lookup will not be scalable. The string "bob" is a minute representation for the simplification of the big picture in the significant learning data generation. 
1) RegEx pattern from strings and size of dictionary word list:
A string S is a finite combination of symbols {b,o} that is extracted from the alphabet which is denoted by Σ. Therefore, the string "bob" with symbols is expressed as alphabet Σ = {b, o}.
The Language L is a set of strings with a defined length denoted by |S|. In this example, the string "bob" has length three represented as |S| = 3. Applying Kleene Closure or Plus denoted Table I . 
3) Member strings transposition:
We further measure the string distance to compare the pattern of the original string with derived member strings by string transposition as to filter the anagram patterns of the generated member strings. We explore R stringdist (string matching package in R) [27] in the member string transposition to improve the performance of the data set in a binary classifier including an intruder attempt to circumvent the classifier by transposition (shuffled strings). Table II is a snippet of the original string "bob" with the derived member strings distance values. Table III illustrates string distance patterns measure by comparing Hamming H and qgrams Q to obtain the transposed (anagram) member strings [27] . 
4) SQLIA labelling:
The derived member strings as detailed above is labelled SQLIA negative (0) while the presence of SQL tokens, symbol and existing known SQLIA signatures during member strings preprocessing is labelled SQLIA positive (1). The binary class of 0 or 1 is to be predicted at SQL query injection points. The learning data labelling routine in R language is illustrated in the 
IV. APPROACH: PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS EXPERIMENT AND

DEPLOYMENT
Predictive Analytics provides a robust approach to big data mining. We apply predictive analytics in this paper in mitigating SQLIA. The approach is built on MAML studio, which is a Cloud-based machine learning platform. The experimental steps are detailed below.
A. A high-level overview of the experimental steps: 1) Data set extraction:
The learning data containing feature values is used here in the MAML studio to train a supervised learning model contains pattern-driven data set described in detail in Section III (B). We obtained 479,000 member strings with additional 862 unique SQL tokens extracted from Microsoft SQL reserved keywords [28] . The feature values labelling is described above in Section III (B4) which is represented by binary values of 0 or 1.
2) Text preprocessing: This stage involves R Scripting that incorporates all the defined RegEx constraints detailed in Section III (B) to parsed learning data. The feature values are parsed for patterns, duplicates, normalised to lower cases and the removal of the missing attribute values which results in the pruning of the feature values to 362,603. The data set is sampled to provide an even distribution of the feature values. The imbalanced feature values of majority labelled SQLIA negatives over positives were corrected with Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique (SMOTE) [17] . The entire data of 725206 is split equally with 362,603 row items labelled SQLIA negatives and 362,603 row items as SQLIA positives. The SMOTE improves the accuracy and F1 score statistical measures in an evenly distributed corpus.
3) Features hashing to the matrix: The hashing is to transform the data set feature values into a binary vector matrix of 2 15 (32,768) columns required for training a classifier in ML by setting the hashing bit size to 1 (unigrams of N-grams) where N = 1. The hashing procedure creates a dimensional input of the matrix with a faster lookup of feature weights by substituting the string comparison with the hash value comparison. Applying hashing to text features improves the performance and scalability of predictive analytics that is lacking in existing SQLIA signature-based detection approaches. We use a unigram hashing of strings into the binary matrix as the intention is to analyse intercepted strings as a unit at the proxy. We observed analysing a string as a unigram offers a better prediction of TP and TN than analysing a phrase of a group of strings together (N-Grams > 1).
4) Split of vector matrix between training and testing data:
We divide the matrix values of the hashed features into a ratio of 80:20 (training: test) of which 80% forms the training data input to the classifier while 20% as test data for evaluations. We further optimised the classifier in the MAML studio with Tune Model Hyperparameters (TMH) module to improve TP and TN predictions, but with low FN results of 162 achieved in TC SVM as shown in Section V Table 1V .
5) Training the prediction model:
Both TC LR and TC SVM algorithms employ linear kernel which offers a binary prediction at the proxy a linear separation between SQLIA positive and negative presence in a web request. This linearity of the classes which can be demarcated in a straight line makes algorithms (classifiers) using linear kernel a preferred choice in binary classification. Also, the two classifiers show good accuracy and fast training times in performance metrics. TC SVM has the advantage of being scalable with significant features set as used here in vectorization (hashing) that generates higher dimensionality of hashed columns. TC SVM and TC LR algorithms are trained with the training data of the partitioned matrix values. We achieved in the trained model AUC values of 0.984 and 0.986 for TC LR and TC SVM respectively in ROC curve but with TC SVM having fewer FP and FN.
B. Publishing and consuming the prediction web service
The system requirements regarding RAM and the hard disk are very low as the one-off workload of training the classifier including retraining is handled in the Cloud by the MAML platform. The solution is scalable, and it is meant to detect and prevent SQLIA in web requests as illustrated in Fig. 5 below detailing how the excellently trained model is consumed in a web proxy and web form in an ongoing SQLIA detection and prevention. Critical to the deployment in every new web application domain context, the administrator or system expert needs to feed the data engineering or text preprocessing module with new rules that match the patterns present in the new expected input data which triggers the retraining of the classifier to adapt to a new application domain context [19] . Fig. 5 . A design overview including consuming a trained model at the web proxy API and client forms in an ongoing SQLIA detection and prevention [19] .
V. EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
ROC curve and AUC are widely used by data scientists to measure the performance metrics in ML analytics. It provides a valid empirical statistical measure for the evaluation of results. ROC curve, which has its origin in World War II to predict radar images for threats has been widely accepted in interpreting medical test results [29] and recently in computing data sciences.
We extracted an evenly distributed data set of 725206 attribute values or row items by preprocessing and equal balancing of feature values as described in Section IV (A2). These feature values to be predicted contain an equal representation of labelled strings deemed valid web requests and SQLIA threat as described in data extraction labelling in Section III (B4). The string attributes values were hashed to obtain a matrix represented by Xij that refers to the element in rows i and columns j of the input variables matrix X. The output variable to predict Y is a single vector representation by Yi where i is the index or row count. Thus, the learning data l is represented by Equation (1) below as a dimension of matrix Xij to predict an output vector matrix Yi where n is the top row count of index i. A function of X denoted as f(X) to predict a labelled output Y. Therefore, f(X)=Y, where x is input and y is the predicted output.
We split the hashed string features matrix and associated predictor variables into a ratio 80:20 % of 725206 with 580164 matrix values as a training set while the remaining 145042 as a test set. We observed a split ratio of 80:20 (training: test) resulted in better performance metrics compared with other split ratios that were tried. The training set is evaluated under various binary classification algorithms or classifiers to select a better performing classifier determined by the AUC performance value. The linear kernel driven algorithms presented here are implemented in MAML (Azure ML) Studio using the TC LR and TC SVM classifiers. We observed linear kernel driven classifiers are better performing in the binary classification of two classes in predicting the discrete value of 0/1. The AUC provides an overall performance measure between the classifier algorithms as illustrated in Fig. 6 for which the TC SVM with AUC value of 0.986 was observed to be better performing than the TC LR of AUC value 0.984.
While the 80% training sample is the part fed to the classifier to train the prediction model, the remaining 20% is the test data vectors, values unseen by the classifier which is the subject of this empirical evaluation presented here. The test data input variables of 145042 rows are scored to generate score probabilities of a range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 where x is the input matrix to predict output y. The score probabilities provide a measure of observations that are correctly predicted as TP and TN including the two prediction errors of FP and FN within the range {0,1}. These prediction observations of TP, TN, FP and FN are presented in tables below, are calculated to determine how many of these observations score probability values fall within each score bins set of {0,1}.
Therefore, the expected output is y = 0 or SQLIA negative if the function of the predictor variables x is closer to 0 expressed as f(x) ≈ 0. Conversely, the prediction output is y = 1 or SQLIA positive when the function of predictor variables x is closer to 1 denoted as f(x) ≈ 1. Also, the prediction errors rate is used to gauge the performance of a classifier as illustrated in Table IV (a  snippet of Table V and VI) with TC SVM achieving low FN (162). However, 1923 FP events were observed in TC SVM which indicates such web requests that are falsely alarmed will be referred to the system monitor for a further review. The MAML studio sets by default the cut-off threshold for the prediction of TP and TN including the errors of FP and FN to be 0.5. This cut-off of 0.5 is a predetermined threshold employed by classification algorithms; it is a trade-off between the cost function of x to predict y against the performance metrics statistical measures; which the latter is the default. Therefore f(x) < 0.5 score probability value is predicted as SQLIA negative (0) while f(x) ≥ 0.5 is predicted as SQLIA positive (1) . The 145042 values of score probabilities are partitioned into ten score bins of 0.1 increments of the set {0,0. 1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1} . The predicted observations are aggregated across these score bins using the score probability values as shown in Table V and VI. 
